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Each day, staff will see a star indicator on the 
staff web portal and on the app for positive 
actions that they have taken in the system. 
Staff will see one star once they have logged 
in that day. Two stars will show if they have 
awarded a point to a student that day. Three 
stars will be shown once they have reached 
their daily point goal. Untracked staff will see 
the third star if they have rewarded students 
from a group.

INCREASING STAFF BUY-IN WITH STAR REWARDS:

The Stars Awarded to Staff report allows admin to see the 
total number of stars that staff has been awarded during a 
given time frame as well as the average number of stars 
that were awarded per day. The graph in the report will 
show the top ten entries in the data table based on how it 
has been sorted. Admin can use this report to see who has 
not been logging into the system or to acknowledge the 
staff members that have the highest number of stars.

STARS AWARDED TO STAFF REPORT:

Staff can automatically receive points in Teacher Rewards 
for earning Staff Stars (logging in, rewarding a student 
points, or reaching the Daily Point Goal). From the settings 
page under the options tab, an admin can turn on this 
feature and determine the point values for each star.

HOW TO SET A STAR SCORE:
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Login > Reports > Points > (scroll down) Stars Awarded to Staff

Login > Settings > Options > Star Score
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